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ABSTRACT
Glaucoma is the world's leading cause of irreversible blindness. Despite this, up to 90% of
patients in the developing world are under diagnosed.
Glaucoma-related blindness in the Caribbean is an eye opener. The earlier age, advanced
optic neuropathy, rapid progression coupled with education and cultural barriers all make for
a unique challenge.
This review aims to highlight an evidenced-based approach to early diagnosis and the
importance of the role of the general practitioner in achieving the paradigm shift towards
improved glaucoma care in the Caribbean. The clinician's roles are as follows: firstly,
identification of risk factors will aid early referral and diagnosis; secondly, reinforcing the
importance of compliance and recognition of side-effects will identify treatment failures; and
thirdly, an appreciation of the success of surgical intervention will help support patient’s
decision.
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INTRODUCTION
Glaucoma is a heterogeneous group of disorders which results in loss of the retinal nerve
fibre layer (1). It is a neurodegenerative disease which, to date, the only modifiable risk factor
remains the intra-ocular pressure (2). Glaucoma is diagnosed by a trained ophthalmic surgeon
as recommended by National Institute for Clinical Excellence [NICE] (3). The outcomes
have improved due to early screening, patient education, more effective medical therapies
and advanced microsurgical techniques. Nonetheless, glaucoma-related blindness in the
Caribbean is an eye opener. The earlier age, advanced optic neuropathy, rapid progression
coupled with education and cultural barriers all make for a unique challenge (4).
An estimated 70 million has glaucoma, 10 % of who are blind (5). Despite modern
medicine, up to 90% of patients in developing countries are unaware (4, 6, 7, 8). The reasons
are multi-factorial and include patient awareness/education, cultural attitudes and access to
professional care. Additionally, policy-makers in developing countries tend to focus on
cataracts and refractive errors as these have defined end points (9). There is far less emphasis
on glaucoma care as the complexity includes chronicity, high expenditures and skilled longterm professional support. Not surprisingly, it remains the world’s leading cause of
irreversible blindness (5).
The Caribbean population has one of the highest risks globally (10, 11, 12). The
prevalence in the Barbados Eye Study: in patients of African Descent, >50yrs, 1 in 11 had
primary open angle glaucoma (POAG); > 70yrs, was 1 in 6 (13).
Other ethnic-specific evidence shows that in patients of Indian descent the overall risk
is lower; but there is a higher risk of developing angle closure glaucoma. Naturally, this is
relevant as there are geo-ethnic differences unique to the entire Caribbean. Either way,
undoubtedly, the Caribbean population has high risks14. The challenges and ergo the solutions
are different.
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Notably, many patients also believe that diagnosing glaucoma is simply ‘a pressure
check’ ie the intraocular pressure. Modern diagnosis of early glaucoma includes: tonometry,
pachymentry, gonioscopy stereoscopic optic nerve viewing/photography, perimetry and laserassisted optic nerve imaging [Table 1] (1, 3).
In the author’s opinion, the role of the clinician (general practitioner) is pivotal to
moving towards the paradigm shift of evidenced-based improved glaucoma care in the
Caribbean. Firstly, identification of risk factors will aid early referral and diagnosis;
secondly, reinforcing the importance of compliance and recognition of side-effects will
identify treatment failures; and thirdly, an appreciation of the success of surgical intervention
will help support patient’s decision.

DISCUSSION
Glaucoma is the world’s leading cause of bilateral blindness in patients of African Descent
(7, 12, 14). Despite this, The Barbados Eye Study (BESS) recently showed that even a decade
later, 50% of patients are unaware of having glaucoma. POAG occurs 10yrs earlier,
progresses faster and treatment modalities are less efficacious in our ethnicity (12).
The challenges henceforth are as follows:
1 Identification of patients at high risk
2 Early referral to an ophthalmologist/ophthalmic surgeon;
3 Reinforcement of compliance of medications and
4 An appreciation of the success of modern timely surgical intervention.
The general practitioner/clinician is instrumental to all of the above in reducing glaucomarelated blindness.
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Identification of high risk factors and early referral
All patients with high risk factors for developing glaucoma require a comprehensive
glaucoma diagnostic assessment [Table2] (1, 3, 5, 7) and referral to a Consultant
ophthalmologist as per NICE guidelines (3). Early treatment can prevent blindness and
significantly reduce progression of visual loss; glaucoma related blindness is considered
preventable.
Age is a significant risk factor, ie the older one gets the greater the risks (5). Notably,
though, glaucoma prevalence was highest in patients of African descent in all age categories.
It is well documented that, POAG develops 10yrs earlier in patients of African Descent,
therefore patients need to be screened earlier(12,14,17).
In lieu of this, patients need to be assessed as early as 35yrs of age. Additionally, the
diagnosis of advanced glaucomatous optic neuropathy leads to the realization that the disease
was present years prior to diagnosis. Of course it slowly progressed with the appearance of
symptoms well after 90% of the nerve is lost ie tunnel vision. This can be prevented with
early diagnosis.
Another important risk factor is family history18. Patients with a first degree relative
of glaucoma have a 10 fold increased risk of developing glaucoma. Young myopic males of
African-Descent with a family history of glaucoma have the highest risk (12). There are
many patients with these specific demographics. These patients should be seen early by an
Ophthalmic Surgeon.
Last, but by no means least, the use of corticosteroids is another factor that can cause
elevated intraocular pressures and hence precipitate early glaucoma. These patients need to
be informed of ophthalmic complications and be assessed accordingly. Again, the clinician is
certainly pivotal at identifying these patients.
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Modern Diagnostics- diagnosing earlier and with precision
Despite the sheer magnitude of glaucoma, to date there is no specific single examination or
test that confirms glaucoma diagnosis, especially in the very early stages. Often, various
clinical and diagnostic components have to be considered as pieces of a puzzle.
The author refers to these as the ‘glaucoma composites’ (Table 1).
Glaucoma composite 1 Tonometry- (IOP).
There are levels of intraocular pressures (IOP) that alert the clinician to an increased risk (Fig
1). But even this can be misleading. Previously, it was believed that an IOP <21mmg was
normal. There is overwhelming evidence that this is no longer true. In fact, there is evidence
that 30% of POAG occurs at ‘normal’ intraocular pressures ie glaucoma can and certainly
does occur at IOP <21mmHg. This subset is referred to as normal tension glaucoma (19); but
glaucoma specialist simply view this as a spectrum of open angle glaucoma.
This recognition has caused glaucoma specialists to realise that individual optic nerve display
varying degrees of pressure sensitivity and clearly, relying on IOP alone is dangerously
deceptive.
Glaucoma composite 2 Pachymenty- Central corneal thickness (CCT)
The Ocular hypertension Treatment Study (OHTS) was a randomised control trial which
demonstrated that topical ocular hypotensives can prevent/delay the onset of glaucomatous
optic neuropathy by 50%20. Additionally, there was evidence that patients with a CCT of
<555um independently had an increased risk (3 fold) of developing glaucoma.
Glaucoma composite 3 Gonioscopy- viewing of the drainage angle.
Gonioscopy allows for diagnosing the various glaucoma subtypes and etiology such as open
angle vs primary angle closure vs angle recession (traumatic damage) etc as both the
prognosis and treatment strategies are different.
Glaucoma composite 4 Stereoscopic view of the optic nerve
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A dilated stereoscopic view and photographic documentation of the optic nerve are important
for both evaluation and objective assessment (20) [Fig 2]. Despite this however,
interpretation of the optic nerve for glaucomatous optic neuropathy is also subjective and has
been shown to have only 80% sensitivity and specificity even amongst glaucoma specialist
(21). This has prompted the search for more objective imaging modalities.
Glaucoma composite 5 Automated visual field testing/perimetry
Most clinicians will be familiar with automated visual field testing of perimetry (Fig 2). But,
again, up to 50% of the nerve fibre layer has to be damaged before changes are detected. In
the context of early detection and prevention of blindness this is no longer acceptable. There
is again a shift towards diagnosing pre-perimetric glaucoma ie before 50% nerve fibre layer
has been irreversible lost.
Glaucoma composite 6 Laser-assisted imaging of the optic nerve
Optic nerve imaging modalities have been introduced which aims to provide an objective,
quantitative analysis and serial monitoring of the optic nerve head parameters and nerve fibre
layer (Fig4). These laser scanning modalities include OCT (Optical Coherence Tomography),
CSLO (Confocal Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy) and HRT [Heidelberg Retinal
Tomography- scanning laser polarimetry] (22, 23). These modern diagnostics can increase
the sensitivity and specificity to 97% in glaucoma detection (Fig 3). These tests need to be
ordered and interpreted within the clinical context in order to correctly diagnose patients.
It is imperative that clinicians appreciate this paradigm shift. It is no longer simply ‘a
pressure check’ by any stretch of the imagination. Blindness from glaucoma is avoidable with
early diagnosis and treatment being the key factors. The support of primary care physicians
has the potential to reduce the burden of blindness regionally.
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Treatment for glaucoma
The only known modifiable risk factor for reducing the progressive loss of nerve fiber layer
is the intra-ocular pressure. Treatment options for glaucoma include medications, laser
therapy and surgery and/or a combination of all three modalities (1, 2, 24).
Medical therapy
Medications lower the IOP either by reducing the production or by increasing the rate of
outflow of aqueous humour within the eye. Currently, there are five major classes of drugs
used for the treatment of glaucoma: (i) prostaglandin analogues (ii) carbonic anhydrase
inhibitors (iii) cholinergics (iv) adrenoceptor agonists and (v) beta-adrenoceptor antagonists.
The introduction of prostaglandin analogues, has contributed significantly to the successful
management of glaucoma. The major benefit was due to its regime of once daily dosing
which improved compliance exponentially. The prostaglandin analogues currently are
latanoprost 0.005%, travoprost 0.004% and bimatoprost 0.01%.
The other ocular hypotensives have more frequent dosing. Most of the topicals do
have local ocular surface irritation; few, namely, the beta blockers can have systemic side
effects and are contraindicated in patients with asthma and bradyarrhythmias
The reduction of the absolute IOP is important hence patients should be encouraged to know
the pre-treatment pressures. The ophthalmologist calculates a target IOP that would likely
reduce progression. An initial target IOP of 20-50% reduction serves as a useful guide (1,
24). However, the target IOP has to be continually appraised in the context of the detection of
either structural or functional deterioration by the modalities outline above. Quite simply, if
the ophthalmologist detects progression, the target pressure should be lower.
Clinicians can aid compliance with medications; help identify reasons for noncompliance; reinforce the irreversibly nature of progressive loss of the optic nerve. Also, the
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recognition of side-effects as this is an important determinant of treatment failure and
therefore long-term outcomes.
Laser modalities
Selective laser trabeculoplasty (SLT) and argon laser trabeculoplasty (ALT) both increase
outflow of aqueous humor from the trabecular meshwork. Notably, the efficacy of these
interventions wanes with 10% per year failure rate; additional therapy are usually necessary.
In other words, SLT/ALT are temporary measures with patients requiring monitoring for
progression and continued medical treatment.

Surgical intervention
Modern glaucoma filtration procedures are efficacious and demonstrate a good safety profile
with low complications for experienced surgeons.

The indications are:
- at presentation with advanced glaucoma or
- uncontrolled IOP or
- progression of glaucoma on maximum tolerated medical treatment (MMT).
- non-compliance
Following treatment failure on maximum medical therapy, surgical intervention is an
important option. Modern glaucoma surgery has a success rate of 90% in the first year;
success being qualified by reduction in IOP. There is a failure rate of 5% per year.
Additionally, surgery reduces the diurnal variation in IOP, a know factor in the contribution
to glaucoma progression.
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Surgical options include: trabeculectomy augmented with mitomycin-C and glaucoma
drainage device (Ahmed/Baerveldt tubes). Increasing, evidence has shown that glaucoma
drainage device has better long-term efficacy in controlling the IOP, though complication
rates can be higher.
MIGS (Minimally invasive glaucoma surgery) is an emerging field that has some short-term
benefit. These devices are however, quite expensive, and may not have long-term costeffectiveness in developing countries.

CONCLUSION
Primary open angle glaucoma is the world’s leading cause of bilateral irreversible blindness.
Patients in the Caribbean are amongst the highest risk for developing glaucoma. Prompt
referral to an ophthalmologist will aid early diagnosis and effective treatment.
Modern diagnostics need to filter down to developing countries; the role of the
clinician can be a pivotal turning point in the management of glaucoma care. These efforts
include emphasising the need for early screening; encouraging compliance in medical therapy
and adopting an evidenced-based approach to the efficacy of surgical intervention.
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Table 1: Modern diagnostic assessment recommended for early diagnosis of glaucoma.
The ‘Glaucoma Composites’.
Comprehensive Diagnostic Glaucoma Assessment
Clinical History
Slit lamp examination and anterior segment assessment
Tonometry (measurement of the intraocular pressure)
Gonioscopy (prismatic viewing of the drainage angle)
Pachymetry (measurement of the central corneal thickness)
Dilated fundoscopy for stereoscopic viewing/documentation of the optic nerve
Automated visual field testing
Laser assisted optic nerve imaging(OCT/HRT/GDX)
OCT-optical coherence tomography; HRT- Heidelberg Retinal tomography (Confocal
Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy); GDX- Glaucoma Scanning Laser polarimetry

Table 2: Identification of risk factors by the clinician that should prompt early referral to an
ophthalmic surgeon/ophthalmologists for a comprehensive diagnostic glaucoma assessment.
Risk Factors for POAG
1 Age: over 35yrs
2 Ethnicity African Descent
3 Family history of glaucoma
4 Myopia
5 Previous ocular trauma
6 Use of corticosteroids (topical/oral)
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Fig. 1: Goldmann applanation tonometry.

Fig. 2: Optic nerve examination and visual field testing.

Fig 3: Spectral Domain OCT (Optical Coherence Tomograpy) imaging: nerve fibre layer
analysis
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